
Summary

This paper examines some general concepts concerning Phase Locked Loop (PLL) usage and their application in
programmable logic devices. A critique of a newly-announced PLL implementation for FPGAs also is included.
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General PLL Usage
PLLs are primarily used for high performance designs. In
large, fast gate arrays, the performance limiting element
often is clock delay due to large clock networks. PLLs help
reduce this clock delay and, thereby improve performance.

Figure 1 shows a simplified view of a chip with two internal
clock tree branches. The goal is to minimize clock skew by
having a near equal delay in each branch. As chip size
grows, the number of branches is increased, and buffer
sizes are tuned to equalize the delays between branches.
This is often known as an “H tree” clock distribution
scheme.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between total clock delay
and skew, or the difference in delay between the branches
of the clock tree. Both total clock delay and clock skew are
factors in high performance systems.

The basic concept of a PLL is simple. By anticipating the
edges of the input, the PLL can generate new clocks with
edges slightly earlier than the input clock (The input clock
must be of a stable frequency for this to work correctly). By
tuning the amount of time these new clock edges precede
the input clock edge to the delays of the various clock tree
branches, all registers will see the clock edge at about the
same time. This reduces the overall clock network delay as
well as minimizing clock skew.

Figure 3 shows the internal clocks (dotted lines) being gen-
erated ahead of the input clock, so the actual internal
clocks arrive at their destinations much closer to the input
clock edge. There will still be some clock skew due to the
delay in each branch (the signal takes a finite amount of
time to propagate from the buffer to the end of the branch),
but overall clock performance is improved.
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Figure 1:   Simplified Clock “H Tree”
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Figure 2:   Clock Network Without PLL

Figure 3:   Clock Network With PLL
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PLLs in FPGA Devices
As stated previously, a PLL locks onto an external clock
and generates an internal clock with edges ahead of the
edge of the external clock. This has the net effect of a
reduction in clock delay, and therefore faster tco and tsu
delays.

Altera announced Phase Locked Loop (PLL) support for
the FLEX 10K FPGA family on May 27, 1996. This support
is scheduled to be included in the 10K100 device in the
September time frame. Altera refers to these new PLL fea-
tures as “ClockLock” and “ClockBoost”. ClockLock is the
name for Altera’s basic PLL function, while ClockBoost
refers to their frequency multiplication capability. These two
functions have been available in stand-alone clock chips for
some time.

Apparently, Altera believes that the size of the device, and
not performance, is the main reason to use PLLs. The
FLEX 10K100 is a large device where the performance is
limited primarily by logic and routing delays. Adding a PLL
to speed up clock delays will have little effect on overall per-
formance.

Figure 4 shows that, for gate arrays, the use of a PLL to
reduce clock network delay will improve performance in
large devices. In large gate arrays, the individual logic and
routing delays are still small enough that reducing the clock
network delay has an overall positive effect. For the Altera
FLEX 10K family, even routing from one logic array block
(LAB) to an adjacent one in the same row costs 4.7ns of
routing delay for a -3 device. Routing to a logic element in
another row costs 11.9ns of routing delay. This “step func-
tion” in routing delay makes efforts to prune a few nanosec-
onds out of the clock network delay of minimal value.

Altera’s press release claims a reduction in clock-to-out
delay from 9ns to 6ns and a reduction in setup time of
“nearly in half” to 3.6ns, but does not state what speed

grade is associated with these claims. Xilinx has done tests
that seem to indicate that these claims are reasonable,
although the exact numbers cannot be verified due to the
lack of information in the Altera press release. It appears
that it would be possible to design a small amount of simple
logic closely coupled to a few I/O pins that would realize an
improvement in performance when using their PLL feature.

In the FLEX 10K family, however, the internal logic and rout-
ing delays typically are the limiting factor in system perfor-
mance and not the clock delays. To examine this further,
several test designs implemented in the FLEX 10K50
device were analyzed using both -4 and -3 speed data
(advance data for both grades). Examining these more
complex designs gives a more realistic picture of FLEX 10K
performance.

Internal Routing Delays Limit FLEX
10K Performance
A simple 16-bit down counter with synchronous load was
examined. This counter runs at 104 MHz in a -3 speed
grade when using the carry chain, but at only 48 MHz with-
out the carry chain. Routing the feedback paths without the
carry chain represents a more accurate reflection of the
performance of real-world designs, where logic paths span
several logic levels and use more of the local routing.

Test circuits containing 32 16:1 multiplexers, a 16-bit parity
generator, and 4 16-bit adders were also examined. These
designs, which performed as shown in Table 1 for a -3
speed grade, also show that designs with real-world data
path routing consistently perform in the sub-50 MHz range,
rather than the 100 MHz range as Altera claims.

The Altera FLEX 10K data sheet includes a parameter
called tDRR. This parameter is stated to be “Register-to-
register delay via 4 LEs, 3 row interconnects, and 4 local
interconnects”. The data sheet goes on to note that “A rep-
resentative subset of signal paths is tested to approximate
typical device applications.” For the -4 speed grade this
tDRR parameter is 23.8ns. This corresponds to a system
frequency of 42 MHz. This further verifies that for designs
that use multiple look up tables and local signal routing
between logic array blocks, the performance of the FLEX
10K family rapidly falls into the sub-50 MHz region.

The clear conclusion from this data is that any performance
improvement due to PLL use is likely to be insignificant in
this frequency range (below 50 MHz).

Figure 4:   PLL Usage vs. Logic/Routing Delays
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Table 1: Data Path Test Results for FLEX 10K10-3

Design Delay (ns) fmax (MHz)
32 copies, 16:1 MUX 26ns 38.5 MHz
16-bit parity generator 24ns 41.7 MHz
4 copies, 16 bit adder 23.1ns 43.3 MHz
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Frequency Multiplication
Another use of a PLL is to perform frequency multiplication.
This allows the use of a slower external clock while still
achieving a faster internal clock. One benefit of slower
external clocks is better noise immunity on the board.
Altera offers X2, X3, and X4 options for their “ClockBoost”
feature.

For most board designs, the clock noise effects are not a
significant issue until frequencies exceed 50 MHz. At the
minimum “X2” multiplication factor, this would translate to a
100 MHz internal clock rate. Even for the fastest (and as yet
unavailable) speed grades, the 10K100 is limited by its slow
logic/routing delays to 30-50 MHz clock rates; it has little
use for a 100 MHz internal clock. Similarly the X3 and X4
options are of little use as well.

Summary
• PLLs are useful and are used frequently for high

performance gate arrays to improve clock network
delays and skew.

• Altera’s claims in their PLL press release for the FLEX
10K100 FPGA seem to be substantiatable for setup/
hold and clock-to-out times, but appear to be useful
only for signals interfacing to the I/O pads and closely
coupled to small blocks of logic.

• Internal logic and routing delays in the FLEX 10K100
FPGA are so slow that improvement in the clock delay
is meaningless for most real applications with
significant data flow.

With the restrictions Altera has imposed on PLL usage, and
with the limitations in their logic and routing performance,
the benefits to a user of their PLL become hard to find.
Offering a performance feature first on a slow FLEX
10K100 FPGA device appears either misguided or a com-
plete misunderstanding of PLL usage.

Xilinx is the industry leader in high density and high perfor-
mance FPGAs, and will offer a PLL in a high-performance
product in the near future. It will be the right implementation
for a high-performance system, and one that will provide
clear benefits to the user.
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